Early endosome motility spatially organizes polysome distribution
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Introduction

The mammalian nucleus releases ~13,000 ribosomal subunits per minute (Kuersten et al., 2001). A subpopulation of these move to sites of local protein translation, either as part of messenger ribonuclear particles (mRNPs; Elvira et al., 2006) or via direct interaction with kinesin motors (Bisbal et al., 2009). However, the majority of ribosomes support cytoplasmic or ER-associated protein translation and thus have to be distributed within the cell. Ribosomal subunits are released from the nucleus by passive diffusion (Politz et al., 2003), which suggests that random motions could distribute them. However, ribosomal subunits are large protein–RNA complexes that are likely to diffuse slowly in the viscoelastic cytoplasm (Luby-Phelps, 2000). Motor-dependent transport processes potentially enhance cellular diffusion rates (Brangwynne et al., 2009); an example here is the transport of nanos mRNA in Drosophila melanogaster (Forrest and Gavis, 2003). However, whether active transport drives ribosome spreading is not known.

The endocytic system comprises several compartments that receive cargo from the plasma membrane for processing, recycling back to the surface or transport to lysosomes for degradation (Seaman, 2008). Key components in the endocytic pathway are early endosomes (EEs), which are characterized by the small GTPase Rab5 that controls biogenesis, membrane fusion, and microtubule (MT)-dependent motility of the EEs (Nielsen et al., 1999; Zerial and McBride, 2001; Zeigerer et al., 2012). Motility of EEs supports sorting, but also participates in long-distance signal transduction within the cell (for review see Miaczynska et al., 2004). In fungi, motile Rab5-positive structures have been described previously (Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2000; Fuchs et al., 2006; Abenza et al., 2009). These were considered putative EEs and were found to be essential for hyphal growth and membrane recycling (Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2000; Fuchs et al., 2006; Lenz et al., 2006). Rapid bidirectional movement of Rab5-positive endosomes is mediated by the molecular motors kinesin-3 and dynein (Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2002b; Lenz et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2010; Egan et al., 2012b), which frequently turn the transport direction, thereby distributing the moving organelles throughout the hyphal cell (Schuster et al., 2011b). The function of the constant motility of these putative EEs is not understood, but it may mediate long-range signaling from the growing tip to the nucleus, located ~50 μm behind (Steinberg, 2007). However, recent studies on RNA-binding...
Figure 1. Ribosome distribution in *U. maydis*. (A) Organization of an *U. maydis* hyphal cell. The cell expands at its apex (“Growing tip”), while vacuolated sections are separated by the septum. The nucleus is located near the center. (B) Electron micrograph of the apical region of a hypha. Left inset shows cytoplasmic ribosomes. Various organelles are encircled by red dotted lines. Bar on the left, 0.25 µm. (C) False-colored images of Rpl25-GFP– and Rps3-mCherry–expressing hyphal cells. The fluorescent signal is evenly distributed over most parts of the cell, but reduced near the cell tip. The intensity color code is given in the lower left. Images were 2D deconvolved using the software MetaMorph and adjusted in brightness, contrast, and gamma settings. (D) Intensity profile of Rpl25-GFP along hyphal cells. Each data point represents the mean ± SEM (error bars); *n* = 10 cells from a single representative experiment. Ribosomes are evenly distributed along most parts of the cell, but partially excluded from the organelle-rich tip.

proteins in *Ustilago maydis* suggested that the RNA-binding protein Rrm4 binds to the EEs (Baumann et al., 2012), which implies that their motility delivers associated mRNAs from the centrally located nucleus to the cell poles (Becht et al., 2005, 2006; König et al., 2009; Koepeke et al., 2011; overview in Vollmeister et al., 2012). Indeed, some EEs travel from the nucleus to the hyphal tip, but the majority undergo much shorter motility and frequently switch direction (Schuster et al., 2011c). Similarly, the *ubi1* and *rho3* mRNAs undergo bidirectional and short-range movements (König et al., 2009). Such behavior challenges the concept of a role of EEs in long-distance delivery of mRNAs from the nucleus to the cell poles.

Here, we use the model fungus *U. maydis* to elucidate the mechanism by which ribosomes are transported and distributed in the cell. Surprisingly, we found that bidirectional EE motility randomly distributes entire polysomes. Ribosomes associate with moving EEs via the RNA-binding protein Rrm4, and both are frequently “off-loaded” and “reloaded” from moving EEs. Mutant studies show that motor activity is required to evenly distribute the polysomes and supports polar cell growth. Thus, constant EE motility distributes the translation machinery in the cell.

**Results**

**Ribosomes are evenly distributed within the cell**

*U. maydis* hyphal cells are elongated, and their nucleus is positioned ~50 µm behind the growing tip that produces ribosomal subunits (Fig. 1 A, nucleus labeled with a nucleus-targeted red fluorescent protein; Straube et al., 2005). In electron microscopy images, the apical region of the cell showed a higher concentration of organelles (Fig. 1 B), whereas the cytoplasm is filled with small granules that most likely represent ribosomes (Fig. 1 B, left). To visualize ribosomes in living cells, we identified *U. maydis* orthologues of the large and small ribosomal subunit proteins Rpl25 and Rps3, respectively (Fig. S1 A). We fused GFP to the end of the endogenous *rpl25* gene and a triple red fluorescent mCherry tag to the endogenous *rps3* gene (see Table 1 for genotypes of all strains and Table S1 for their usage in this study). This modification did not cause an altered growth phenotype, which suggests that the fusion proteins are biologically active. When coexpressed in the same cell, the large ribosomal subunit marker Rpl25-GFP and the small ribosomal subunit protein Rps3-mCherry colocalized with each other (100% colocalization, *n* = 114 signals from 10 cells; Fig. S1 B), which confirms that both proteins are incorporated into ribosomes. Consistent with the ultrastructural results, both ribosomal proteins were evenly distributed within the cell, but partially excluded from the organelle-rich apical cytoplasm (Fig. 1, C and D).

**Diffusion and active transport distribute ribosomes**

We asked whether thermal fluctuation is sufficient to distribute the Rpl25-GFP–labeled 60 S ribosomal subunit within the cell. To test the diffusion behavior of the ribosomal subunits, we fused photoactivatable GFP (paGFP; Patterson and Lippincott-Schwartz, 2002) to the endogenous *rpl25* gene and observed the diffusion of native levels of Rpl25-paGFP after local photoactivation. We found that the fluorescent signal rapidly spreads out (Fig. 2, A and B). The resultant intensity profiles fitted Gaussian distribution curves (Fig. 2 C), from which we obtained variances for each curve. When these were plotted against time, we obtained a cytoplasmic diffusion coefficient of 0.311 µm²/s for Rpl25-paGFP (Fig. 2 D; Rpl25 in DMSO, blue fit; 95% CI = 0.2673–0.338). To test if this slow diffusion represents Rpl25-paGFP incorporated into large ribosomal subunits, we generated a double paGFP, which is of similar size and shape to Rpl25-paGFP (both globular and 54 kD and 43.4 kD, respectively). Activated 2×paGFP spread rapidly, with a diffusion coefficient...
### Table 1. Strains and plasmids used in this paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain or plasmid name</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| AB33nRFP               | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, ble
/>poNLS3RFP | Schuster et al., 2011b |
| AB33                   | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, ble | Brachmann et al., 2001 |
| AB33R25G               | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Prpl25-rpl25-egfp, ble, hyg | This paper |
| AB33R3Ch3              | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Prps3-rps3-3xmccherry, ble, hyg | This paper |
| AB33R2p5G              | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Prpl25-rpl25-paqfp, ble, hyg | This paper |
| AB33pG                 | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, ble/poPOP-G | This paper |
| AB33R3Ch3_R25G         | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Prps3-rps3-3xmccherry, Prpl25-rpl25-egfp, ble, hyg, naf | This paper |
| AB33KKim3_R25G         | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Δkin3, Prpl25-rpl25-egfp, ble, naf, hyg | This paper |
| AB5Dyn2_25G            | a1 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Pdy2-dyn2, ble, hyg/pErgFP | This paper |
| AB33Kim3_Kin3_GRab5a   | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Δkin3, ble, naf/pErgFP/pcrgG | This paper |
| AB33GRab5a             | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, ble/poGRab5a | This paper |
| AB33GRab5a_PXG         | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, ble/poPOP-ChRab5a/poPXG | This paper |
| AB33GRab5a_GRab4       | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, ble/poPOP-ChRab5a/poGRab4 | This paper |
| AB33GRab5a_GRab7       | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, ble/poPOP-ChRab5a/poGRab7 | This paper |
| AB33Kim3               | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Δkin3, ble, naf | This paper |
| FB2N107G               | a2 b2 Pnup107-nup107-egfp, ble | Steinberg et al., 2012 |
| AB33RChab5a_G_Rho3     | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, ble/poPOP-ChRab5a/poG_Rho3 | This paper |
| AB33Rm4G               | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Prr2-4mm4-egfp, ble, hyg | This paper |
| AB33RChab5a_Rm4G       | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Prr2-4mm4-egfp, ble, hyg/poPOP-ChRab5a | This paper |
| AB33R3Ch3_Rm4G         | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Prps3-rps3-3xmccherry, Prpmm4-4mm4-egfp, ble, naf, hyg | This paper |
| AB33Kim3_Kin3_GRab5a   | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Δkin3, ble, naf/pkin3/pCGRab5a | This paper |
| AB5Dyn2_25G_GRab5a     | a1 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Pdy2-dyn2, ble, hyg/pGRab5a | This paper |
| AB33GRab7              | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, ble/poGRab7 | This paper |
| AB33Yup1_GRab5a        | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Pryup1-1up1, ble, hyg, cbx/poPOP-GRab5a | This paper |
| AB33Yup1_R25G          | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Pryup1-1up1, Prpl25-rpl25-egfp, ble, hyg, cbx | This paper |
| FB2N107R_cG            | a2 b2 Pnup107-nup107-egfp, ble/poCPG | This paper |
| AB33GR3G               | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Prps3-rps3-3xmccherry, ble, hyg | This paper |
| AB33G_Dyn2             | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Pdy2-dyn2, ble, hyg | Lenz et al., 2006 |
| AB33Kim3_3G            | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Pkin3-kin3-egfp, ble, hyg | Schuster et al., 2011c |
| AB33R25G_ChT           | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Prpl25-rpl25-egfp, ble, hyg/pNasChTub1 | This paper |
| AB33Kim3G_R3Ch3        | a2 PnrabW2 PnrabE1, Pkin3-kin3-egfp, Prps3-rps3-3xmccherry, ble, hyg, cbx | This paper |
| poNLS3RFP              | Potefgal3s-3xmccherry | Schuster et al., 2011b |
| popoP                 | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| pkin3                 | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| poPOP-ChRab5a         | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| pErgFP                | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| poGRab5a              | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| poFX                  | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| poGRab4               | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| poGRab7               | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| poGRab5a              | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| PCFGRG                 | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| poGRab5a              | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| pcGR                 | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| poPOP-ChRab5a         | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| poPOP-ChRab5a         | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| pcGR                 | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| poGRab5a              | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |
| poGRab5a              | Potefs3-3xmccherry, cbx | This paper |

*a and b, mating type loci; P, promoter; Δ, deletion; hyg, hygromycin resistance; ble, bleomycin resistance; naf, nourseothricin resistance; cbx, carbamoyl xanthine resistance; ts, temperature-sensitive allele; NLS, nuclear localization signal of the GAL-4 DNA-binding domain from pC-ACT1 (Takara Bio Inc.); erg, conditional arabinose-induced promoter; otet, constitutive promoter; /, ectopically integrated at: E1, W2, genes of the b mating type locus; egfp, enhanced GFP; pgfp, photostabilized monomeric GFP; mcherry, monomeric cherry; mbtp, monomeric red fluorescent protein; rps3, ribosomal small subunit protein; kin3, kinase-3, dyn2, C-terminal half of the dynamin heavy chain; rmd4, RNA-binding protein; rasb4, rasb5a, and rasb7, small endosomal GTPases; rho2, small GTPase; yip1, endosomal t-SNARE; PX, Phox domain from Yip1 [aa 4–148]; cafl, signal sequence of calreticulin from rabbit (nlh51); HDEL, ER retention signal; nup107, nuleoporin; tub1, tubulin.
of 94.44 ± 27.71 µm²/s (95% CI = 12.45–182.4; Fig. 2 D, green fit). Thus, the observed slow spreading of Rpl25-paGFP most likely represents diffusion of the large ribosomal subunit. We used the mean diffusion coefficient to estimate the time that a subunit would need to overcome the ~50 µm between the nucleus and the hyphal tip and invoked formula \( t = L^2/D_c \) (time in seconds, \( L = \) distance in micrometers; Popov and Poo, 1992) to estimate a diffusion time of ~2 h. We next asked if MT-based motility of organelles can drag the cytoplasm along and increase diffusion rates (Brangwynne et al., 2009). We disrupted the MT cytoskeleton using the inhibitor benomyl, a nocodazole-like, fungal-specific benzimidazole-carbamate that binds to β-tubulin (Davidse and Flach, 1977; Jung et al., 1992), and tested if cytoplasmic diffusion of Rpl25-paGFP is reduced under these conditions. We found that the diffusion was slightly but significantly increased when MTs were absent (Fig. 2, C and D, red fit; \( P < 0.05; F\)-test, \( F = 18.54 \) with \( [F_n,F_d] = [1,6] \)). This demonstrates that streaming of cytoplasm does not foster the diffusion of ribosomal subunits.

Next, we asked if diffusion alone is able to support the observed distribution of ribosomal subunits with Rpl25-GFP. To answer this we developed a mathematical model that allowed the inclusion of both diffusion and active transport and that aimed to describe the steady-state distribution shown in Fig. 1 D (see the first paragraph of the Results section). The model assumes that new Rpl25-GFP is constantly generated at the nucleus and ribosome numbers are reduced at the hyphal tip. Ribosome decay during transport to the tip was excluded, as turnover times are known to be on the order of days (Hirsch and Hiatt, 1966). The model revealed that diffusion alone is not sufficient to distribute the ribosomal subunits. Instead, it predicts accumulation of Rpl25-GFP near the nucleus and a gradual decrease of signal intensity toward the hyphal tip (Fig. 2 E, red fit). However, after inclusion of active transport, the model gave a remarkably good fit for the intensity profile to the experimentally measured Rpl25-GFP distribution data (Fig. 2 E, blue fit; underlying experimental data are taken from Fig. 1 D). This suggests that active motor-dependent transport contributes to the diffusion of ribosomal subunits.

Kinesin-3 and dynein move ribosomes along microtubules

After photoactivation, Rpl25-paGFP showed occasionally directed motility (Fig. S1 C), which suggests that ribosomal subunits are actively transported in the hyphal cell. However, the paGFP signal was relatively weak and disappeared quickly. We therefore observed Rpl25-GFP and/or Rps3-mCherry3 in partially photobleached cells. This treatment did not harm the cells and allowed us to visualize motility of individual dynein motors (Schuster et al., 2011c). We found large and small ribosomal subunits comigrating in all regions of the cell (Fig. 3 A and Video 1). The motility occurred at a mean velocity of 2.01 ± 0.04 µm/s (\( n = 76 \)) and at a similar frequency along the entire cell (Fig. S1 D). No difference in velocity or frequency was found between anterograde and retrograde motility (velocity, \( P = 0.32 \); frequency, \( P = 0.94 \); Mann-Whitney test). We next analyzed the mechanism underlying ribosome motility. The rapid and long-range movements suggested that ribosomes are transported along MTs. Indeed, the MT inhibitor benomyl abolished all ribosome motility (Fig. 3 B; motility in the presence of the solvent DMSO) and the large ribosomal subunit moved along mCherry-labeled MTs (Video 2). Collectively, these results suggest that MT-based motors support transport of ribosomal subunits. As motility of organelles in fungi depends largely on kinesin-3 and dynein (Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2002b; Egan et al., 2012a), we tested the involvement of these motors in ribosome motility by introducing the Rpl25-GFP construct into a kinesin-3 deletion mutant (ΔKin3; Schuster et al., 2011b) and a temperature-sensitive dynein mutant (Dyn2°; Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2002a). We found that ribosome motility was almost abolished in both mutants (Fig. 3, C and D). In addition, the small ribosomal subunit Rps3-mCherry3 colocalized with Kin3-GFP (Video 3).
These data strongly suggest that kinesin-3 and dynein transport ribosomes along MTs.

Our model suggests that diffusion and active motor-dependent transport cooperate to distribute ribosomes. We tested this experimentally by observing Rpl25-GFP distribution in the temperature-sensitive kinesin-3 (Kin3<sup>ts</sup>; Schuster et al., 2011b) and Dyn2<sup>ts</sup> mutants. At a permissive temperature (22°C), bidirectional EE motility occurred and Rpl25-GFP was normally distributed in both mutant strains (Fig. S2, A and B). At a restrictive temperature (32°C), EE motility was almost abolished and EEs clustered at the cell center (Fig. S2 B, Kin3<sup>ts</sup>, asterisks) or the tip of the cell (Fig. S2 B, Dyn2<sup>ts</sup>, asterisks), which indicates that the motors are inactivated under these conditions. This treatment resulted in an accumulation of Rpl25-GFP toward the cell center (Fig. 4, A and B); indeed, electron microscopy revealed that ribosomes formed aggregates close to the nucleus (Fig. 4 C and Fig. S2 C, Dyn2<sup>ts</sup>). Significantly less Rpl25-GFP signal was found in the apical part of the cells (Fig. 4, A, B, and D).

Figure 3. Motor protein–dependent ribosome motility. (A) Co-motility of Rpl25-GFP (Rpl25; green in Merge) and Rps3-mCherry (Rps3; red in Merge). Both subunits travel together in a bidirectional fashion. Brightness, contrast, and gamma settings were adjusted. The photobleached area is indicated by “Bleach” and the red arrows. See Video 1. (B) Motility of Rpl25-GFP in the presence of the MT inhibitor benzyl and the solvent DMSO (Control). Motility is abolished in the absence of MTs. Cells were prebleached to reduce the background (“Bleach”). Images are contrast-inverted, and brightness, contrast, and gamma settings were adjusted. (C) Motility of Rpl25-GFP–labeled ribosomes in hyphal cells grown at 28°C (Control) and 32°C/2 h (Control, 32°C) in kinesin-3–null mutants (ΔKin3), and in temperature-sensitive dynein mutants at 32°C/2 h (Dyn2<sup>ts</sup>, 32°C). Images are contrast-inverted, and brightness, contrast, and gamma settings were adjusted. (D) Flux rates of Rpl25-GFP in control cells, kinesin-3–null mutants (ΔKin3), and temperature-sensitive dynein mutants (Dyn2<sup>ts</sup>) after 2 h at a restrictive temperature (32°C). Note that the bars show the combined flux in anterograde and retrograde direction. All bars are given as mean ± SEM (error bars) from a single representative experiment. Sample size is indicated. ***, significant difference to control at P < 0.0001 using a Student’s t test.

Figure 4. The role of kinesin-3, dynein, and Rrm4 in distributing ribosomes. (A) Fluorescence intensity profiles of Rpl25-GFP of hyphal wild-type cells (Wildtype) and temperature-sensitive kinesin-3 (Kin3<sup>ts</sup>) and dynein (Dyn2<sup>ts</sup>) mutants at 1 h or 2 h at 32°C. Each data point represents the mean ± SEM; n = 10 cells from a single representative experiment. (B) False-colored image of Rpl25-GFP in a control cell and temperature-sensitive kinesin-3 (Kin3<sup>ts</sup>) and dynein (Dyn2<sup>ts</sup>) mutants at 32°C, and a Δrm4 mutant (Δrm4). Note that similar ribosome distribution defects are seen in all mutants. Images were 2D-deconvolved and brightness, contrast, and gamma settings were adjusted. The intensity color code is given in the bottom right. (C) Electron micrograph showing ribosomes in kinesin-3<sup>ts</sup> mutants after 1 h at 32°C. Ribosome clusters (yellow dotted line and inset) appear near the centrally located nucleus (red dotted line, Nucleus). (D) The ratio of Rpl25-GFP fluorescence at the tip (5–10 µm) to the basal region (25–30 µm). ** and ***, statistically significant difference at P = 0.0003 and P < 0.0001, respectively (Student’s t test). No difference was found in control cells at different temperatures (one-way ANOVA test, p-values are indicated). Bars are mean ± SEM (error bars); n = 10 cells from a single representative experiment. (E) Fluorescence intensity profiles of the ER marker GFP-HDEL in wild-type (Wildtype) and temperature-sensitive kinesin-3 (Kin3<sup>ts</sup>) and dynein (Dyn2<sup>ts</sup>) mutant cells at 32°C. Note that ER distribution is slightly altered in both mutants, which suggests that the motors participate in ER organization. However, no global reorganization of the network is seen (see also Fig. S2 D). Each data point represents the mean; n = 10 cells from a single representative experiment.
Rrm4 colocalizes with the t-SNARE Yup1 (Baumann et al., 2012), which is localized to membranes of the endosomal pathway (Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2000). To further investigate the nature of these putative endosomes, we coexpressed Rpl25-GFP and the fluorescent EE marker mCherry-Rab5a (Rab5a; Fuchs et al., 2006). Rab5-GTPases specifically bind to EEs (Chavrier et al., 1990). We found that 98% of the large ribosomal subunit protein colocalized with rapidly moving Rab5a signals (Fig. 5 A and Video 5). To gain support for the notion that Rab5a-positive structures are EEs, we tracked the fluorescent endocytic marker FM4-64, which is taken up by endocytosis at the plasma membrane and is delivered through the endocytic pathway to the vacuole/lysosome (Vida and Emr, 1995). 1 min after application, the dye appeared in the plasma membrane, and it reached the Rab5a-positive structures within 6 min (Fig. 5 B and Fig. S3 D). This result confirms that the Rab5a-positive organelles are an early endocytic compartment. EE membranes are enriched in phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate (PtdIns(3)P; Gillooly et al., 2000), to which PX domains bind (for review see Lemmon, 2003). We fused GFP to the PX domain of Yup1 (Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2000) and found that the fusion protein comigrated with mCherry-Rab5a in 93.4 ± 1.6% (n = 446 signals in 40 cells; Fig. 5 C). This indicates an enrichment of PtdIns(3)P in the Rab5a-positive structures and supports the hypothesis that they are indeed EEs. Finally, we colocalized mCherry-Rab5a and GFP-labeled homologues of the GTPase Rab4, which is known to localize to EEs (Chavrier et al., 1991; Fig. 5 D). Rab7-positive structures were labeled with FM4-64 at 15–20 min after dye application (Fig. S3 D). This

signal intensity in apical region compared with subapical region, P < 0.0001 for Kin3<sup>Ts</sup> and P = 0.0003 for Dyn2<sup>Ts</sup>, Mann-Whitney test). We next tested if changes in the organization of the ER, visualized by the marker GFP-HDEL (Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2002a), account for the ribosome distribution defects in the motor mutants. Indeed, deletion or inactivation of motors slightly altered ER distribution (Fig. 4 E and Fig. S2 D), which suggests that kinesin-3 and dynein participate in ER motility in hyphal cells. However, these changes were minor and thus are not the cause of the altered ribosome distribution. We conclude that kinesin-3 and dynein-driven transport distributes ribosomal subunits within the cytoplasm.

Ribosomes travel on bidirectionally moving EEs

It was shown previously that the RNA-binding protein Rrm4 associates with moving organelles (Baumann et al., 2012; Video 4), which carry the endosomal t-SNARE Yup1 (Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2000) and are transported by dynein and kinesin-3 (Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2002b; Lenz et al., 2006). We therefore speculated that ribosomes travel with Rrm4 in mRNPs. To test this we co-observed Rps3-mCherry, and Rrm4-GFP and found that ribosomes do, indeed, comigrate with the RNA-binding protein (Fig. S3 A). Interestingly, Rpl25-GFP motility was abolished when *rrm4* was deleted (Fig. S3 B), which resulted in subunit clusters near the central nucleus (Fig. S3 C) and partial depletion from apical cell parts (Fig. 4 C, ∆rrm4). These results demonstrate a central role of the RNA-binding protein Rrm4 in the association of ribosomes to moving membranes and, consequently, in ribosome transport and distribution.
confirmed that Rab7 labels late endosomes in U. maydis. Consistent with the notion that Rab5a-positive organelles are EEs, we found that Rab4 colocalizes with Rab5a on motile structures (Fig. 5 E), whereas Rab7 was concentrated on largely immobile organelles that only rarely carried Rab5a (Fig. 5, F and G). Collectively, these results strongly indicate that ribosomes travel on rapidly moving EEs.

The association of ribosomal subunits with EEs suggests that the observed ribosome distribution defects in kinesin-3 and dynein mutants are caused by defects in EE motility. To test this, we expressed Rpl25-GFP in temperature-sensitive mutants of the endosomal t-SNARE Yup1, where EE numbers decline at restrictive conditions due to a defect in fusion with incoming transport vesicles (Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2000). Indeed, motility of Rpl25-GFP was impaired when Yup1ts mutants were grown at restrictive temperature for 5 h (Fig. S4, A and B). Consequently, the distribution of Rpl25-GFP was affected (Fig. S4, C and D). This distribution defect was not as pronounced as that of the motor mutants, probably because of the higher background motility (~50% of control when faint signals are included), but this result further supports the idea that EE motility distributes ribosomes in the cell. Finally, we noted that rrm4 and kinesin-3 null mutants share a common morphological phenotype, characterized by short and frequently bipolar hyphae (Fig. 6; Becht et al., 2006; Lenz et al., 2006). A similar phenotype was found when MTs were disrupted by benomyl (Fig. 6, no MTs). Thus, we conclude that EE-based ribosome transport along MTs is most likely essential for hyphal growth.

Ribosomes are translationally active on moving EEs

So far, our data show that EE motility distributes ribosomal subunits. Next, we asked how the subunits associate and dissociate with the moving organelles. We noticed that the moving Rpl25-GFP signals varied in fluorescent signal intensity (Video 6), which suggested that variable numbers of ribosomes travel on the EEs. To confirm this, we estimated the number of ribosomes by comparing the intensity of each signal with a fluorescent nucleoporin Nup107-GFP, a method used previously to estimate motor numbers on moving organelles (Schuster et al., 2011a,b). Nup107-GFP fusion proteins are incorporated into single nuclear pores of uniform fluorescent signal intensity (Fig. 7 A, arrows). We determined the intensity of these signals and obtained the mean fluorescent intensity of single pores, which corresponds to 16 GFP molecules (Rabut et al., 2004). When compared with moving Rpl25-GFP signals, we estimated ~20 ribosomes binding to individual EEs (Fig. 7 B; the median is given, as the dataset was not normally distributed; Shapiro-Wilk test, P < 0.0001; range is 5.65–64.12 ribosomes).

EE association of these ribosomes was dependent on Rrm4 (see Fig. S3 B), which suggests that they could form translationally active polysomes on EE-associated mRNA. To test this further, we exposed cells to mild stress conditions, which have been shown to inhibit protein translation due to polysome disassembly (Ashe et al., 2000, 2001). Indeed, we found that glucose starvation for 10 min and treatment with 1% (vol/vol) 1-butanol reduced Rpl25-GFP association with EEs (Fig. 7, C and D; Rpl25) and significantly reduced ribosome motility (Fig. 7 E), whereas motility of Rab5a-labeled EEs was not affected (Fig. 7, C and D, Rab5a; and Video 7). We further investigated whether EE-associated ribosomes are translationally active by interfering with early steps in protein translation. We chose the inhibitors verrucarin A and pactamycin, which specifically inhibit translation initiation (Macdonald and Goldberg, 1970; Cundliffe et al., 1974). Both prevented the formation of newly formed cytoplasmic GFP when GFP was expressed under an induced promoter (for details see Materials and methods; Fig. S5 A), demonstrating that they inhibit protein synthesis in U. maydis. In contrast, short-term inhibitor treatment (10 min of pactamycin and 1 h of verrucarin A) did not affect the cellular level of Rpl25-GFP or Rps3-GFP, due to the preexisting protein (Fig. S5 B), nor did it inhibit the motility of motors, Rrm4, or EEs (Fig. S5, C and D). Nevertheless, both inhibitors almost abolished Rpl25-GFP motility, which suggests that translation initiation is required to associate ribosomes with EEs (Fig. 7, E and F; Fig. S5, E and F; and Video 7).

Inhibition of polysome formation and translation initiation prevented the association of ribosomes with moving EEs, which suggests that translationally active polysomes “travel” on the organelles. Thus, we considered it possible that polypeptides are formed during mRNA transit to the cell poles. The mRNA of the small GTPase Rho3 is delivered in Rrm4-containing particles to the septum, which suggests local translation (König et al., 2009). We fused triple GFP to the Rho3 N terminus and visualized the nascent GFP-Rho3 on moving EEs. Indeed, we found faint GFP signals comigrating with 2.76% of the mCherry-Rab5a signals (n = 398 in 40 cells; Fig. 7 G and Fig. S5 G). This result supports the notion that EE-associated polysomes are translationally active. Finally, we set out to investigate the turnover of EE-associated ribosomes. We made use of Rpl25-paGFP, which, after photoactivation, travels on EEs into the nonactivated parts of the cell (see Fig. S1 C). We realized that signals rapidly disappeared, which was likely due
to photobleaching of the paGFP. However, if polysomes are translationally active, ribosome turnover due to translation termination would replace fluorescent ribosomal subunits by non-fluorescent subunits. This could enhance fading of the fluorescent signals on EEs. To test this, we observed Rpl25-paGFP motility in the presence of the solvent DMSO and the translation elongation inhibitors cycloheximide and trichodermol (Schneider-Poetsch et al., 2010) and trichodermol (Carrasco et al., 1973), which “freeze” ribosomes on the transcript (Cundliffe et al., 1974; Liao et al., 1976). The presence of these inhibitors had no effect on the photobleaching behavior of Rpl25-paGFP (Fig. 7 H). However, both inhibitors significantly increased the time that Rpl25-paGFP signals traveled on EEs (Fig. 7, J and K). As bleaching was the same under all conditions, the change in Rpl25-paGFP signal duration is most likely caused by reduced translation termination, and, consequently, impaired subunit turnover. Collectively, these results indicate that EE-associated ribosomes form active polysomes on Rrm4-anchored mRNA.

Moving EEs off-load polysomes
Finally we asked how EE motility ensures an even distribution of ribosomes. We compared the anterograde run length of EEs, starting at the nucleus, with that of polysomes, labeled by Rrm4-GFP and Rpl25-GFP. We found that ribosomes and...
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Discussion

EEs motility is a general feature of the eukaryotic cell and is thought to support the sorting of endocytosed cargo, thereby controlling numerous cellular processes (Lemmon and Traub, 2000; Seaman, 2008). The discovery of additional roles in signaling over long distances (Sorkin and Von Zastrow, 2002; Howe and Mobley, 2004; Miaczynska et al., 2004), cytokinesis (Carlton and Martin-Serrano, 2007; Schiel et al., 2013), and cell polarity and migration (Emery and Knoblich, 2006) suggests that motile EEs serve as a platform for the assembly and function of key molecular machines (Gould and Lippincott-Schwartz, 2009; Pálfy et al., 2012). In this study we provide evidence for a new and unexpected role of EEs that is in their fostering of the distribution of polysomes.

Ribosomes “hitchhike” on moving EEs

The hyphal cells of filamentous fungi share organizational features with neurons (Steinberg and Perez-Martin, 2008). In particular, in the fungus U. maydis, the motors kinesin-3 and dynein move Rab5a-carrying organelles in a bidirectional fashion along a bipolar MT array (Lenz et al., 2006; Schuster et al., 2011c). Several arguments support the notion that these Rab5-positive structures are EEs: (1) In animal cells, Rab4- and Rab5-like interaction with EEs constantly repositions polysomes (Fig. 9 A), thereby ensuring an even distribution of the translation machinery in the cell.
EE-associated ribosomes are most likely translationally active

We suggest here that the mechanism by which ribosomes associate with EEs involves active translation of Rrm4-associated mRNA. Several lines of evidence support this: (1) ~20 ribosomes move in a single Rrm4-containing mRNP, and their association requires the RNA-binding protein Rrm4, suggesting that ribosomes form polysomes on Rrm4-bound mRNA; (2) association of ribosomes with EEs requires the initiation of translation, again suggesting protein synthesis on EEs; (3) nascent GFP-Rho3 protein co-migrating with EEs during delivery of rho3 mRNA to the septum, where the GTPase is thought to function; and (4) turnover of ribosomal subunits on moving EEs is decreased when translation elongation is inhibited and polysomes are “frozen.” Whether EE-associated translation...
distributes polypeptides is currently not clear. We consider it likely that translation initiation might be a simple and efficient way of assembling ribosomes on Rrm4-anchored mRNA for long-distance transport on moving EEs.

**Bidirectional EE motility supports ribosome and mRNA diffusion**

The association of mRNPs with moving EEs has been suggested to deliver mRNAs to the cell poles for local translation (Zarnack and Feldbrügge, 2010). However, fungal EEs and associated polysomes move bidirectionally (Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2000; Schuster et al., 2011b; this study), and we found no net flux of mRNPs toward the cell poles. Furthermore, we show that most polysomes do not reach the growth region of the cell tip, but fall off the moving EEs before they reach the cell pole. This behavior is reminiscent of the bidirectional motility of ubi1 and rho3 mRNAs, which on average travel only 5 µm in one direction (König et al., 2009), whereas EEs have a mean run length of 18 µm (Schuster et al., 2011c; this study). The limited run length and the bidirectional motility of the mRNPs challenge a role of the EE-based motility in delivering mRNPs to the cell ends for local translation. Instead, our results suggest that EE motility has a much more fundamental role in distributing polysomes throughout the cell. This mechanism is based on three assumptions and findings: (1) Newly synthesized ribosomes are constantly released from the nucleus; (2) cellular diffusion is not sufficient to distribute the subunits efficiently within the elongated cell; and (3) ribosomes associate and dissociate transiently from moving EEs that pass the nucleus, thereby picking up the newly formed subunits (Fig. 9 A). The phenotype of the tested motor, yup1Δ, and Δerm4 mutants support such a model. Inactivation of dynein or kinesin-3 causes an imbalance in EE motility and ultimately traps the EEs at the hyphal tip or the cell center, respectively (Lenz et al., 2006; this study). Consequently, EEs do not pass through the ribosome-rich nuclear area and do not “pick up” ribosomes for long-distance transport (Fig. 9 B, No Kin3, No Dynein). This leads to ribosome depletion near the cell poles, whereas the constant production of ribosomal subunits in the nucleus results in central ribosome clusters. A similar phenotype is seen in Δrmp4 mutants, where EEs still move, but have lost the ability to capture ribosomes (Fig. 9 B, no Rrm4). In yup1Δ mutants, the number of EEs is reduced due to a defect in membrane fusion. Consequently, fewer moving EEs are present to distribute ribosomes, again resulting in ribosome accumulation around the nucleus and reduced abundance near the cell poles (Fig. 9 B, no Yup1). We conclude that transient association and release of polysomes from kinesin-3 and dynein-driven EEs is of central importance for the constant reorganization and cellular mixing of the translation machinery within the viscous cytoplasm, and defects in this process eventually result in aberrant cell growth of motor and Δerm4 mutants. This phenotype may be consequent upon numerous cellular defects, making it difficult to draw specific functional conclusions. However, it does demonstrate the importance of EE-associated polysome transport.

**Materials and methods**

**Strains and plasmids**

The *U. maydis* strains (AB33nRFP, AB33, AB33EG, AB33GRab5a, FB2N107G, AB5Dyn2, _G_Rab5a, AB33G, Dyn2, and AB33Kin3G) were described previously (Brachmann et al., 2001; Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2002; Linder et al., 2006; Schuster et al., 2011a,b,c; Steinberg et al., 2012). The genotype and the experimental usage of all strains and plasmids in this study are summarized in Table 1 and Table S1, respectively. The following plasmids were generated through the standard cloning method or in vivo recombination in the *S. cerevisiae* strain DS94.

**pHrpl25G.** To obtain an *S. cerevisiae–* Escherichia coli shuttle vector, a 2,680-bp fragment containing the *S. cerevisiae* URA3 marker, the 2 µm ori, the ampicillin resistance cassette and an *E. coli* origin of replication, and a 3,823-bp fragment containing *egfp* and the hygromycin phosphotransferase gene resistance cassette (*hyg*) were obtained from pKin3G_H (Schuster et al., 2011c) digested with BamHI and SacI. An 864-bp fragment, including the rpl25 ORF but excluding the stop codon, and 1,000 bp downstream of rpl25 ORF were amplified by PCR with 30-bp homology to the upstream and downstream of the sequence stretch of vector. pCrpl25G and pNrpl25G. To replace *hyg* with carboxin (*cbx*) or nourseothricin resistance cassette (*nat*), pHrpl25G was digested with both Sall and Xhol, and *cbx* or *nat* was amplified by PCR with 30 bp homology sequences of the vector for pCrpl25G or pNrpl25G, respectively.
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The *U. maydis* strains (AB33nRFP, AB33, AB33EG, AB33GRab5a, FB2N107G, AB5Dyn2, _G_Rab5a, AB33G, Dyn2, and AB33Kin3G) were described previously (Brachmann et al., 2001; Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2002; Linder et al., 2006; Schuster et al., 2011a,b,c; Steinberg et al., 2012). The genotype and the experimental usage of all strains and plasmids in this study are summarized in Table 1 and Table S1, respectively. The following plasmids were generated through the standard cloning method or in vivo recombination in the *S. cerevisiae* strain DS94.

**pHrpl25G.** To obtain an *S. cerevisiae–* Escherichia coli shuttle vector, a 2,680-bp fragment containing the *S. cerevisiae* URA3 marker, the 2 µm ori, the ampicillin resistance cassette and an *E. coli* origin of replication, and a 3,823-bp fragment containing *egfp* and the hygromycin phosphotransferase gene resistance cassette (*hyg*) were obtained from pKin3G_H (Schuster et al., 2011c) digested with BamHI and SacI. An 864-bp fragment, including the rpl25 ORF but excluding the stop codon, and 1,000 bp downstream of rpl25 ORF were amplified by PCR with 30-bp homology to the upstream and downstream of the sequence stretch of vector. pCrpl25G and pNrpl25G. To replace *hyg* with carboxin (*cbx*) or nourseothricin resistance cassette (*nat*), pHrpl25G was digested with both Sall and Xhol, and *cbx* or *nat* was amplified by PCR with 30 bp homology sequences of the vector for pCrpl25G or pNrpl25G, respectively.

**pHrps3mCh3.** pKin3G_H was digested with both BamHI and SacI to obtain the yeast recombination vector. A 1,000-bp fragment served as a left flank, including an intron sequence and the last 726 bp of the *rps3* ORF not including the stop codon. The right flank consisted of 1,000 bp downstream of *rps3* ORF. Both flanks, the *mcherry* and *hyg* resistance genes, were amplified by PCR from *U. maydis* genomic DNA, pomChTub1 (Schuster et al., 2011b) and pKin3G_H, respectively, thereby introducing 30 bp overlapping sequences to allow recombination in the budding yeast. The fragments were transformed into yeast, and two more copies of *mcherry* were introduced by standard ligation into the resulting plasmid after digestion with BauGI.

**pCrps3mCh3 and pNrp3mCh3.** To replace *hyg* with *cbx* or *nat*, pHrps3mCh3 was digested with both EcoRI and Sall, and *cbx* or *nat* was amplified by PCR with 30-bp homology sequences of the vector for pCrps3mCh3 or pNrp3mCh3, respectively.

**pprl25pg.** To replace *egfp* with *pagfp*, pHrpl25G was digested with both BsrGI and SfoI. An 864-bp fragment, including the rpl25 ORF but excluding the stop codon, and *pagfp* were amplified by PCR from papaG_Rab5a (Schuster et al., 2011b) with 30-bp homology sequences.
promoter. 

To replace the orf promoter of p123 (Aichinger et al., 2003) with the crg promoter, p123 was digested with Ndel and Ncol and introduced with the crg promoter. 

For visualization of EE, naR of pcoGrob5a (Schuster et al., 2011a) was replaced with cxbR. 

For observation of diffusion of cytoplasmic 2×paGFP, egfp of p123 was replaced with 2×paGFP. 

The orf promoter, p123, was digested with Ndel and NcoI and introduced with the crg promoter. 

pCoGrob5a. For visualization of EE, naR of pcoGrob5a (Schuster et al., 2011a) was replaced with cxbR. 

For visualization of MT, cxbR of pchTub1 (Schuster et al., 2011b) was replaced with naR. 

popaG2. For observation of diffusion of cytoplasmic 2×paGFP, egfp of p123 was replaced with 2×paGFP. 

The orf promoter and a 394 bp downstream region of tub1 of pchTub1 were replaced with both orf and a 721 bp downstream region of rab4. 

pCoGrob7. Both orf and a 394 bp downstream region of tub1 of pchTub1 were replaced with ORF of rab7. 

pXrK. The orf promoter, egfp, and a 438 bp fragment encoding the sequence of the PX domain (aa 4–148) from the endosomal tSNARE Yup1 (Wedlich-Söldner et al., 2000) were inserted into pNpEbcx yeast (Schuster et al., 2011a). 

pG_Rha3. Two additional copies of egfp were introduced into the BsrGI site of p123. The resultant plasmid pGQG was inserted with both orf and a 500 bp downstream region of rha3 under the sequence of 3xegfp. 

Growth conditions 

All cultures of U. maydis strains, with the exception of temperature-sensitive mutants, were grown overnight in complete medium (CM), containing 1% (wt/vol) glucose (CMglc), shaking at 200 rpm at 28°C. For induction of the nitrate reductase promoter to form hypha, cells were grown in CMgly, transferred into nitrate minimal medium (NM) supplemented with 1% (wt/vol) glucose (NMglc), and incubated for 8–14 h at 28°C, shaking at 200 rpm. All temperature-sensitive strains were grown overnight in CMlys, and hyphal formation was induced in NMlys, at a permissive temperature (22°C). To inactivate Kin3, Dyn2, and Yup1, the cells in respective strains were shifted to a restrictive temperature [32°C for Kin3 and Dyn2, 34°C for Yup1 (Aichinger et al., 2003)] for 1, 2, and 5 h, respectively. For induction of the soluble part of the Kex2/1 protease (aa 4–148) from the endosomal t-SNARE in the strain pCoGRab5a (Schuster et al., 2011a), the cells were cultured with benomyl for 30 min, verrucarin A for 1 h, or pactamycin for 3 h. For ribosome motility experiments, cells were cultured with benomyl for 30 min, verrucarin A for 1 h, or pactamycin for 50 µg/ml. 

Inhibitor experiments 

Inhibitor experiments with voriconazole were performed as described previously (Schuster et al., 2011a). In brief, for the standard of intensity measurement, images of Nup107-GFP were taken with a 150 ms exposure time. All measurements were corrected for the background in the nuclear envelope. All corrected values were plotted and the mean integrated intensity value for a single Nup107-GFP was calculated. The number of ribosomes was estimated by comparing the corrected integrated intensity values of Rab25-GFP with the mean value of the background-corrected integrated intensity values of a single Nup107-GFP. All experiments were done at least twice; the second experiment was usually nonquantitative.

Measurement of ribosome and ER distribution 

To measure ribosome or ER distribution, images of Rab25-GFP as well as the individual datasets of 10 cells. Fluorescence intensity ratio of ribosome distribution was calculated by dividing the mean intensity of a region from 5–10 µm from the hyphal tip by that from 25–30 µm. 

Inhibitor experiments 

For inhibitor experiments, 50–500 µl cultures were incubated at 200 rpm in a 2-ml tube at 28°C with either benomyl at 30 µM (stock: 30 mM in DMSO; Fuka; Sigma-Aldrich), verrucarin A at 10 µg/ml (stock: 10 mg/ml in DMSO; Sigma-Aldrich), pactamycin at 100 µM (stock: 100 mM in DMSO; Sigma-Aldrich), cycloheximide at 100 µg/ml (stock: 100 mg/ml in DMSO; Sigma-Aldrich), or 100 µg/ml trichodermol (stock: 100 mg/ml in DMSO; provided by J. Zhao, Zhejiang University, China). For control experiments to analyze cytoplasmic GFP production driven under a crg promoter, cells were treated with verrucarin A, pactamycin, cycloheximide, or trichodermol for 3 h. For ribosome motility experiments, cells were cultured with benomyl for 30 min, verrucarin A for 1 h, or pactamycin for 10 min. Control cells were treated with the respective amount of solvent DMSO. Cells were placed onto a 2% agar cushion containing the respective inhibitor and immediately observed. For measurement of Rab25-paGFP running time, cells were put onto a 2% agar cushion containing cycloheximide or trichodermol for 5 min and subsequently observed for 10 min. All experiments were done at least twice; the second experiment was usually nonquantitative.
Electron microscopy

Hyphal strains were prepared and processed as described previously (Steinberg, 2012). In brief, the cells were fixed in paraformaldehyde/glutaraldehyde phosphate buffer (2% [vol/vol] paraformaldehyde plus 2.5% [vol/vol] glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4), and cells were sedimented by centrifugation. After treatment with 1% OsO4 for 1 h, the cells were further stained with uranyl acetate 1% (wt/vol) overnight at 4°C to enhance protein staining. Subsequently, cells were embedded in Spurr resin (TAAB), and then ultrathin sections were cut and placed on nickel grids (Agar Scientific), as previously reported (Steinberg, 2012), followed by staining with lead citrate. Samples were investigated using a transmission electron microscope (JEM 1400; JEOL, Ltd.).

Western blot analysis

Cells cultured with or without inhibitor were harvested and suspended with 1 ml of buffer B (50 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM NaCl, and 1 mM DTT, pH 7.5) supplemented with complete mini protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche), and kept on ice. Cell suspension was lysed with glass beads, and supernatant was collected after centrifugation and used for SDS-PAGE with 10% (wt/vol) polyacrylamide gels. To detect GFP-labeled ribosomal proteins or α-tubulin for loading controls, monoclonal anti-GFP (1:5,000; Roche) or anti-α-tubulin (1:5,000; Oncogene Research Products) antibodies were used, respectively. In each case, an anti–mouse immunoglobulin G (H+L) horseradish peroxidase-conjugated antibody (1:5,000; Promega) was used for secondary antibody reaction.

Mathematical modeling

Suppose that r(x) is the linear density of ribosomes (in units of particles per unit length) at location x < 0 along the cell, where x = 0 represents the tip, and at time t. We assume that the ribosomes propagate away from the nucleus boundary located at x = −x0, through a combination of uniform advection (equal to active transport) at effective velocity v toward the tip and diffusion at effective diffusion rate D. The model does not consider ribosome turnover, as it is at a much slower time scale than the processes considered here (Hirsch and Hiatt, 1966). Then r evolves according to the following: The J comprises an advective and a diffusive flux

\[
J_r = vr - D \frac{d^2 r}{dx^2}. \]

Solving this for v = 0, we have

\[
R(x) = A + B \exp \left\{ \frac{v}{D} x \right\},
\]

whereas for v = 0 [i.e., diffusion only], then R(x) = A + Bx, where in both cases the constants A and B are determined by the boundary conditions at x = x0, 0 and x = 0. From experimental data on the equilibrium density of ribosomes we can measure A, B, and D as parameters that we fit to the collected data using the nonlinear curve fitting procedure of the software Prism 4 (GraphPad Software). If we assume that ribosomes are produced at a rate α at the nucleus, there is a boundary condition on the flux

\[
J(x=0) = \alpha, \text{ so } A = \alpha / v.
\]

The model suggests that ribosomes are consumed at x = 0; there is a “ribosome sink” at x = 0. In terms of the flux, the expression above becomes

\[
R(x) = \frac{\alpha}{v} \left[ 1 - \exp \left\{ \frac{v}{D} x \right\} \right].
\]

By nonlinear curve fitting of A + B exp(ξk) with parameters A, B, and K to the experimental curves of fluorescent intensity we find estimated values for α/v = A, ξA = B, and v/D = K. The parameter ξ is a dimensionless parameter that characterizes the relative importance of advection and diffusion near the sink, and is determined by the boundary condition at x = 0.

Estimation of diffusion rates for ribosomal subunits

For monitoring paGFP with Rpl25 and cytoplasmic 2xpaGFP, a small region ~15 μm from the tip was irradiated for 150 ms using 10% output power of the 405-nm laser, followed by acquiring pictures at 100-ms exposure time for Rpl25-paGFP or at 150-ms exposure time for 2xpaGFP using the 488-nm laser at 20% power. The diffusion rate was measured by fitting to a spreading Gaussian pattern, using the nonlinear curve fitting procedures of Prism 4. After subtracting the background intensity, the best fit Gaussian profiles are shown in Fig. 2 C. The growth in standard deviation σ of the Gaussian at times t = 0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 s (for Rpl25-paGFP in DMSO and benzoyl) and t = 0, 0.15, 0.30, 0.45, and 0.6 s (2xpaGFP in DMSO) was then plotted and fitted to a square root temporal growth

\[
\sigma = \sqrt{D (t - t_0),}
\]

where D is the diffusion rate (in square micrometers per second) and t the time (in seconds).

Statistical analysis

The Shapiro-Wilk testing for normality, Student’s t test, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) testing, F-testing for model comparison, and nonparametric Mann-Whitney testing were performed using Prism 4 the software.

Online supplemental material

Fig. S1 shows the position of Rpl25 and Rps3 in a phylogenetic tree, colocalization of both ribosome proteins, long-range motility of Rpl25-paGFP, and flux of Rpl25-GFP-labeled ribosome subunits near the septum and the tip. Fig. S2 shows fluorescence intensity profiles of Rpl25-GFP in Kin3Δ and Dyn2Δ mutants at 22°C. EE motility in Kin3Δ and Dyn2Δ mutants at 22°C and 32°C, bosome clusters in Dyn2Δ mutants at 32°C, and ER organization in motor mutants at restrictive conditions. Fig. S3 shows colocalization of Rps3 and the RNA-binding protein Rrm4, motility of EEs and Rpl25, as well as ribosome clusters in rnm4-null mutants, and the endocytic pathway, visualized with the FM4-64. Fig. S4 shows motility of EEs and Rpl25, as well as Rpl25-GFP distribution defects in control and Yup1Δ mutants. Fig. S5 shows the effect of translation inhibitors on the synthesis of cytoplasmic GFP, the expression of Rpl25-GFP and Rps3-GFP and intracellular motility of EEs and motors in the presence of the translation inhibitors verrucarin A and pactamycin, Rpl25-GFP flux in the presence of verrucarin A, and colocalization of Rho3-GFP and EEs. Table S1 shows experimental usage of strains. Video 1 shows bidirectional motility of Rpl25-GFP. Video 2 shows motility of Rpl25-GFP along MTs. Video 3 shows comigration of ribosomes and kinesin-3. Video 4 shows colocalization of Rps3 and the RNA-binding protein Rrm4, motility of EEs and Rpl25, and flux of Rpl25-GFP–labeled ribosome subunits near the septum. Colocalization of both ribosome proteins, long-range motility of Rpl25-GFP, and flux of Rpl25-GFP–labeled ribosome subunits near the septum. Video 5 shows colocalization of Rpl25-GFP and mCherry-Rab5a on EEs. Video 6 shows the effect of translation inhibitors on the translation initiation inhibitors verrucarin A and pactamycin, Rpl25-GFP flux in the presence of verrucarin A, and colocalization of Rho3-GFP and EEs. Video 7 shows motility of Rpl25-GFP under stress conditions and in the presence of translation inhibitors. Video 8 shows off-loading of ribosomes from moving EEs. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201307164/DC1.
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